
Programme

Qualification awarded

Bachelor of Education

Length of the programme

48 months

ECTS credits

240

Level of qualification

Bachelor

Mode

Full-time

Language

Dutch, with parts in English,

English

School

Lucia Marthas Institute for

Performing Arts

Locations

Groningen

Dance in Education

Profile of the programme

In accordance with LMIPA’s vision, graduates of the Dance in Education programme are not only trained to

teach dance, but are also competent performing artists themselves. Dance in Education graduates have

specific expertise within pop dance, theatre dance, urban dance and musical dance. Ballet, jazz dance, tap

dance and song & dance are strong supporting elements in these forms of dance. As a result, dance

educators can teach lessons in these disciplines. Dance in Education graduates are also equipped to

design courses for the various genres, which can be tailored to different age groups and levels. In addition,

graduates are required to form a clear personal vision on theatre education as well as to have developed

self-management skills and learning competences. LMIPA trains students for an international professional

field. Nearly all graduates have gained experience abroad. In this light, it is LMIPA’s vision that a broad,

international outlook is required for starting professionals.

 

Learning outcomes

Artistic ability:

Graduates have a coherent artistic vision based on which they create artistic processes and products. In

doing so, they inspire and supervise learners in the course of their personal artistic development.

Pedagogical and didactic ability:

Graduates have a wide range of pedagogical and didactic knowledge and skills, which they use to create

safe and powerful learning environments for both individual learners and groups.

Interpersonal ability:

Graduates have a wide range of communication knowledge and skills, which they use to initiate effective

interactions and forms of collaboration in various professional contexts as ambassadors for the arts.

Environmental awareness:

Graduates identify and investigate relevant developments in the diversity of our globalising society. They

seize opportunities to connect with their professional practice in a businesslike and organised manner.

Critically reflective and inquisitive ability:

Graduates use reflection and research to achieve understanding and to gain knowledge of their

professional performance. They use their research skills to encourage the development of an inquisitive

attitude among learners and to supervise them in conducting simple research.

 

Programme

Dance in Education credits

Year 1 60

Term AB 25

DDVP20DA9AB - Dance Technique step 9 term AB 5

DDVP21FL9AB - Flex step 9 term AB 10

DDVP20TH9AB - Theory step 9 term AB 5

DDVP20PR9AB - Practical step 9 term AB 5

Term CD 35

DDVP20DA9CD - Dance Technique step 9 term CD 10

DDVP20MT9CD - Music Theatre step 9 term CD 5

DDVP21FL9CD - Flex step 9 term CD 10

DDVP21TH9CD - Theory step 9 term CD 5

DDVP21PR9CD - Practical step 9 term CD 5

Year 2 60

Year 2 Term AB 20

DDVB20DA10AB - Dance Technique step 10 term AB 5

DDVB21FL10AB - Flex step 10 term AB 5

DDVB20TH10AB - Theory step 10 term AB 5

DDVB21PR10AB - Practical step 10 term AB 5

Year 2 Term CD 40

DDVB20DA10CD - Dance Technique step 10 term CD 10

DDVB20MT10CD - Music Theatre step 10 term CD 5

DDVB21FL10CD - Flex step 10 term CD 5

DDVB20TH10CD - Theory step 10 term CD 10
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DDVB20PR10CD - Practical step 10 term CD 10

Year 3 60

Year 3 Term AB 20

DDVB20DA11AB - Dance Technique step 11 term AB 5

DDVB21FL11AB - Flex step 11 term AB 5

DDVB20TH11AB - Theory step 11 term AB 5

DDVB21PR11AB - Practical step 11 term AB 5

Year 3 Term CD 40

DDVB20DA11CD - Dance Technique step 11 term CD 10

DDVB20MT11CD - Music Theatre step 11 term CD 5

DDVB21FL11CD - Flex step 11 term CD 10

DDVB21TH11CD - Theory step 11 term CD 5

DDVB20PR11CD - Practical step 11 term CD 10

Year 4 60

Year 4 Term AB 25

DDVB20DA12AB - Dance Technique step 12 term AB 5

DDVB21FL12AB - Flex step 12 term AB 10

DDVB20PR12AB - Practical step 12 term AB 10

Year 4 Term CD 35

DDVB20DA12CD - Dance Technique step 12 term CD 5

DDVB20MT12CD - Music Theatre step 12 term CD 5

DDVB21FL12CD - Flex step 12 term CD 10

DDVB20TH12CD - Theory step 12 term CD 5

DDVB21PR12CD - Practical step 12 term CD 10
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